Ring Packages
Last month we discussed what was needed for cylinder
preparation and requirements to make horsepower in our
performance engine. We touched on the ring package
differences and today we will dig into this a bit deeper.
Piston rings create drag on the cylinder walls and this drag robs
power and torque from your engine. To make power we must
reduce the power that the engines takes just to run itself. This
concept is in a state of continuous change. There are many
areas that affect this lost power and the first one to look at is
the ring package. Ring face material, cylinder contact shape,
radial tension, ring thickness, ring design, ring material and
ring end gap all play a part in capturing that lost power.
Stock factory ring packages are designed to run for hundreds of
thousands of miles with minimal wear. These rings are thicker
and have more radial tension to help accomplish this task. New
ring designs help capture this lost power through the use of
‘barrel-faced’ compression rings, plasma moly ring material
and lower oil ring tension.
The top ring is designed to hold most of the compression and
combustion pressures and the combustion heat within the
combustion chamber. The higher the combustion temperatures
the better the rings must be. Thinner rings with less surface
area will reduce drag as will a thinner radial width and lower
spring tension. However; caution is the key in deciding on
the choice of top rings, the wrong choice will cause lost
performance and raises the potential of engine failure.
The second ring is designed to prevent the loss of that tiny bit
of compression pressure that passes through to top ring and
prevent passage of the little bit of oil that makes it past the
oil rings. Typically we can gain some power by reducing the
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ring tension, ring width or changing the shape of the ring. At
higher RPM this ‘improved’ second ring can flutter and reduce
the seal so care must be taken in deciding what ring to put in
this position.
Oil control rings do just what the name implies and they have
the highest drag of all three rings. Low tension oil rings are
a common choice to reduce drag and more is being done to
further reduce the drag. However if we go too far on this oil
gets by the rings causing detonation and shortening engine life.
We use precise measuring equipment to determine this drag
and combine that data with the engine use requirements to
provide the best ring package for the application.
Here at Sehr Performance we stay abreast of the ever changing
world of performance parts and machining techniques to give
our customers The Extra Mile in their driving experience. Next
month we will go deeper still and explain the benefits and risks
of one or two of these ring packages.
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